Newsletter: Issue 11, Spring 2021

Introduction
This year’s annual Connected Everything conference is fast approaching. It will take
place between 14-18th June 2021 and we’re delighted to use this year’s event as a
platform to showcase some of the amazing work produced by our feasibility study teams.
This year the conference will be run as a Festival of shorter days consisting of webinars,
networking and poster sessions, workshops and more! This decision was made after
listening to members feedback from last year’s online conference that some experienced
fatigue due to the long hours spent in front of a screen. We believe that spreading the
sessions out this will help to lessen any screen fatigue. We’re also aiming to increase
the opportunity for networking at this year's festival by running specific networking and
poster sessions directly after the webinars on Gather town. Read on for more information
on how to submit a poster to present at the Festival.
At Connected Everything, we recognise that Early Career Researchers (ECRs) have
been hit particularly hard over the last 12-18 months from disappearing career
progression opportunities. Therefore, this spring and summer we are launching a host of
activities outlined in this newsletter, including a small grants call, skills training, summer
school, networking opportunities and a covid recovery fund. All these activities are been
developed to provide the targeted support requested in the survey feedback sent to our
ECRs members working within Digital Manufacturing. Supporting ECRs is one of the key
aims of Connected Everything so please get in touch to follow up on any questions you
have about these activities or if you have ideas on how Connected Everything can offer
you additional support.
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Connected Everything Festival, 14-18th June 2021
We are really excited about our Connected Everything Festival next month. The festival
shall be held online and we will offer delegates the opportunity to attend without any
conference fees as costs are covered by our EPSRC grant.
Please see links below for a copy of the week's programme and speaker bios, who
include: Stefania Soldini, Alexandra Brintrup, Anna Chatzimichali, Azfar Khalid and Rami
Bahsoon.
Connected Everything Festival Programme
Speaker Bios
You find out more details and book your place for each session here.

Call for Abstracts
Connected Everything is delighted to invite
the submission of abstracts for online
poster presentations. You will have the
opportunity to discuss your research with
festival attendees during the poster and
networking sessions, which we are
planning to host on Gather town.
Best Posters Awards: The conference will
award prizes for the best research poster
and runner up. Award certificates will be
presented to the winning presenters at the closing ceremony.
We are particularly keen to receive abstracts from PhD students and Early Career
Researchers. The Call for Abstracts has been extended until 28th May 2021 and you
can submit your abstracts here
Key dates
Closing date for abstract submissions

28 May 2021

Notification of abstract acceptance

31 May 2021

Deadline for receipt of electronic posters

10 June 2021

Festival

14-18 June 2021
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Digital manufacturing 2050
Connected Everything is conducting horizon scanning activities, in collaboration with
industrial partners and policymakers, to generate knowledge of challenges and
opportunities presented by digital manufacturing in 10, 20 and 30 years times.
We started work during two workshops we ran at Digital Manufacturing Week 2020 and
a follow-up survey sent to delegates and Network members. Thank you to everyone who
took part in these activities and you can read more about the findings in an article we
wrote appearing in the upcoming issue of The Manufacturing.
From these findings we will be focusing this work to investigate four cross-cutting
themes:
(1) Industrial Digitalisation in 2050
(2) Digitalisation and The Manufacturing Workforce of the Future Over
(3) Digital Support for Achieving Net Zero Manufacturing by 2050
(4) Digital Enabled Manufacturing Resilience
Over the next 6 months Connected Everything will be hosting roundtable sessions to
enable cross-sector and cross-discipline discussions on these themes. Earlier this month
we had a very successful roundtable on “Digital Support for Achieving Net Zero
Manufacturing by 2050” chaired by Dr Fiona Charnley and within industrial insights from
Rolls Royce, Techbuyer, GKN, Allied Bakeries, Forvanda, and Electrolux.
Opportunity for ECR
We will be hosting an ECR targeted roundtable on digital manufacturing 2050 as part of
our 2021 festival. This will not only be a great way for us to capture the ECR communities
insights, but also should be a fantastic opportunity for ECRs to network with and hear
the views of their fellows working within digital manufacturing.
You can sign up to take part here
Call for Evidence
To help us consolidate our horizon scanning work and avoid repeating, please send us
any information, work or initiates of relevance to any of the four themes to
oliver.fisher@nottingham.ac.uk
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Covid Career Recovery Fund
Connected Everything has seen that the impact of Covid has adversely affected both
PhD candidates and ECRs, with fewer opportunities available to them to progress their
careers.
To help address this challenge, which recognises the severe disruption from the
pandemic, Connected Everything has created a Covid Career recovery programme that
will offer small amounts of funding to enable career progression that would not be
possible otherwise.
Examples of eligible activities are:






Short (max 6 weeks) placements with
industry
Training courses
Caring costs associated with training courses
Caring costs funded to enable publication
writing time
Other reasonable costs justified by the
applicant

Awards will be made up to a maximum of £5,000 with £40,000 available in the budget.
For more details on how to apply, head on over to our People Movement and Skills
section of our website.

Summer School, July 2021
Industrial Internet-of-Things of Connected Factories, 12th - 14th July 2021
University of Leeds
Following an open call, Leeds University has been selected to host Connected
Everything's 2021 Summer School.
The summer school will be organized over three days and will involve a mix of industrial
and academic talks. The programme will also include hands-on sessions and Hackathon
for participants.
A full detailed programme and how to apply to follow shortly, so make sure to keep an
eye on your weekly emails. More information will again be made available on People
Movement and Skills section of our website.
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Connected Everything and EFutures Joint Event & Small Grants
Programme
Can Electronics Evolve Digital Manufacturing?, 6th May 2021
Nik Watson chaired a joint Connected Everything and EFutures webinar consisting of
talks from Mark Gillan (Artemis Technologies), Alessandrea Caggiano (University of
Naples), Alessandro Simeone (Shantou University), Nick Polydorides (University of
Edinburgh), Carmen Torres-Sánchez (Loughborough University) and Nilam Banks
(KTN).
We finished with a lively Q&A panel chaired by Sarah Connolly (Innovate UK). It was
brilliant to come together as two networks on this event!
The individual speaker presentation will shortly be made available on our Connected
Everything YouTube channel.
Following the morning session, a workshop took place to give ECR the opportunity to
inform on the scope of our small grants call that we will release on 26th May 2021. It was
great to hear from ECR about how they believed they could best use the money to help
evolve digital manufacturing.
In partnership with EFutures we will be hosting skills-building events over the summer.
These events will include:


Tuesday 15th June Prof Sarah Sharples: Career Connections, register here



Thursday 17th June Dr Zena Wood: Developing an elevator pitch, register here



Wednesday 23rd June Ideation workshop



Thursday 15th July – Dr Nik Watson: Working with Industry



Wednesday 4th August – Dr Oliver Fisher: Writing workshop



Friday 9th August – Follow up to Ideation workshop



Regular opportunities to network with collaborators
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Update from Feasibility Studies Teams
Manufacturing of 3D-printed morphing origami solar sails for the next generation
of CubeSats, University of Liverpool
In this study, we adopt a bio-inspired approach to space
exploration defining a new paradigm in space mission design.
Additive manufacturing has enabled us to prove our concept of
the next generation of self-reconfigurable origami solar sails. A
3D-printed morphing solar sail can potentially modulate the
intensity of the Sun radiation for changing shape depending on
the folding pattern and mission requirements. The
reconfiguration of a solar sail’s shape is triggered by changes in
the local sail reflectivity and the use of 4D material. The sail is capable to change its
shape by acting on the origami folding lines giving a different angular displacement of
two adjacent facets. Many constraints were considered for the design process. The thickorigami pattern is printed directly on a thin Kapton film (the solar sail substrate which is
highly reflective). An elastic filament (thermoplastic polyurethane TPU) showed the best
performance when printing directly on the Kapton and the Polylactic Acid (PLA) is added
to augment mechanical strength when folding. The 4D material is used only at a specific
facet to allow the folding when heat is applied. Two different folding mechanisms were
studied: (1) the cartilage-like origami pattern, where the hinge is made only of TPU and
4D material which make the mounts or valleys fully stretchable, and (2) the mechanical
origami pattern, where simple hinges are made solely of PLA. Numerical simulations
have demonstrated that the cartilage-like hinge is the most suitable design for lightweight
re-configurable solar sails. We have used a build-in electric board to heat up the 4D
material and trigger the folding. We envisage embedding the heating wire within the 4D
hinge in the future.
Studying mental stress factors in occupational safety in the context of smart
factory and COVID-19, Trent University
The project is focused on the study of mental health while working
in collaboration with robots on the factory floor. The project setup
that includes EEG & fNIRS equipment and two UR robots are
programmed for the necessary tasks after the ethics approval. The
experiments are designed based on the combination of wooden
cubes handling between robot and the participant, Stroop test
using the colour of the ink on the cubes and the auditory loading
based secondary task on the participant. The experiment is
designed for forty participants and eight episodes are run in one hour where the
parameters like task complexity, payload capacity and task speed are systematically
varied at two levels. Task duration is analysed using performance time for the first and
second half of the cubes, separately. Time-on-task may reflect the effect of learning and
mental fatigue on the operator performance. The first episode with all low values is
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considered as a baseline. Every episode is followed by a necessary two-minute rest
period and a NASA-TLX form filling. Currently, the dry runs of the experiments are
underway followed by the commencement of the actual experiments. A manuscript has
been submitted to the 31st European Safety and reliability conference.
Embedded Intelligent Empathy (EiE), University of West England
We now know that computers can intelligently aid design, but can a
computer really design? Computational design is an algorithmic
approach to design that seeks to encode, optimise, and automate
design decisions. Still, can a computer identify with human needs?
And, how do human aspirations really align with these designs? This
feasibility study investigates the relationship between the human
(designer and user) and the “design machine”. We seek an answer to the fundamental
question: Where does the designer's intuition and experience, namely design empathy,
stand in the emerging field of computational design? We implement the collaborative
design (co-design) methodology, working closely with design experts, to codify the
designers' empathy within the creative process. As we identify key aspects of design
empathy, we will attempt to embed our findings as inputs and algorithmic logic into a
computational design system that can be employed during the design workflow. This
approach is expected to enable us to integrate empathy systematically within the
computational design process and create a paradigm shift for optimised design solutions
that better reflect the users' needs, hopes, and dreams.

Join Connected Everything at connectedeverything.ac.uk
•

Visit our website

•

Find out about forthcoming events and activities

•

Let us know what would be useful to you

•

Promote an event through Connected Everything

•

Interact with members through our LinkedIn group

•

Follow us on LinkedIn and Twitter - @ConnectedII
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